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About Eurospace

Eurospace - a non-profit organisation founded in 1961 - fosters
the development of space activities in Europe and promotes a better
understanding of space industry related issues and problems. Its
members are the main space industry manufacturers and launcher
service providers.
Eurospace members cover the whole span of the space industrial chain,
are present in 13 European countries and represent more than 90% of
the European space industry activity from both a turnover and employment point of view.
Since 2004, Eurospace is the Space Group of ASD (AeroSpace and
Defence Industries Association of Europe, created from the merger of
AECMA, EDIG and Eurospace activities) where it represents and defines
the space viewpoint of the association. This new aggregated structure
allows industry to benefit from existing synergies between aeronautic,
defence and space industrial activities.
Since its creation, ESA has maintained formal links with Eurospace.
The association provides an effective entry point for the industrial
sector and is the preferred medium to discuss industry-wide issues.
A frame contract between ESA and Eurospace was signed in 1987,
which allows the association to perform advisory work for the Agency.
In 2001 a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed that
officially recognised Eurospace as the representative body of the
European space industry. The MoU covered all aspects related to new
programmes, competitiveness, research & technology, and administration. In 2012 the ESA Eurospace MoU was renewed.
Eurospace plays a key role in the European Space Technology Strategy
process, officially presenting the whole European space manufacturing
industry views on technology evolution and harmonisation.
With 50 years of presence in the space policy arena, Eurospace has
established and maintains a comprehensive network of contacts with
the main national space agencies in Europe (ASI, UKSA, CNES, DLR,...)
and with the relevant national ministries. As policy evolution required,
Eurospace extended its reach to new institutions, such as the WEU, EDA
or the French DGA for defence matters.
Over the past 15 years, the European Union has developed a strong
interest in space, from the research and development point of view
(with dedicated space budgets being included in the 6th and 7th
Framework Programmes for example), but also as a user and promoter
of space infrastructures (as with the Galileo programme or the GMES
initiative, now Copernicus for instance). Indeed space services and
applications are now recognised as efficient tools for policy implementation, environmental studies, situation assessments, etc. to support the
European Commission actions as the executive arm of the EU.
Eurospace mandate covers the relevant EU bodies, including Commission
Directorate Generals, the Council, the Parliament etc. and eventually
Eurospace established a dedicated office in Brussels in 2001.

Eurospace is a recognised interlocutor to the European Union, and an
active participant to EU led industry consultations on space, providing
data, analysis and assessments on space industry related issues to
relevant DGs as required.

In Paris (HQ)
15-17 Av. de Ségur
F-75007 Paris
T: +33-1-44420070
F: +33-1-44420079

In Brussels
10, Rue Montoyer
B-1000 Brussels

President: Mr Marco FUCHS
Secretary General: Mr Jean-Jacques TORTORA
Research Director: Mr Pierre LIONNET
Brussels Office Head: Mr Olympios RAPTIS
Technology Strategy: Mr Jean-Charles TREUET
Office & Conference Manager: Ms Nathalie ALECTON
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Foreword

The release of the new edition of Eurospace Facts and Figures
annual survey is always a major milestone for our Association. We are
proud that this publication has become the unchallenged reference
assessing the level activity of the European Space manufacturing
sector. In this respect, it is always highly expected since it measures
the pulse and the vitality of our industry.
Once again, in this 2015 edition, we have taken great care of applying
with rigor the well-established methodologies that have made this
survey unquestionable and fully relevant to monitor the evolution of
European space industry turnover and employment over time.
It is quite clear that the year 2014 has been rather good for the
European space manufacturing industry despite a grim global economic
conjuncture. The overall turnover has peaked to an unprecedented 7.25
B€, up 6% from 2013.
The total direct employment of the European Space manufacturers
displays the same evolution with a historic high slightly above 38,000 in
2014, also up 6% from 2013 and confirming that despite the economic
downturn, the sector has been able to generate growth and support the
creation of highly qualified jobs.
On the commercial and exports side, encompassing both sales of satellites, launchers and parts to private or non-European entities, the trend
is still showing a slight increase above 3 B€. However, a cycle downturn
is already perceivable in sales (receding by 100 M€) and in lower order
intakes reported by companies.
As a consequence, most of the overall increase noticed in 2014 is due
to sales to European public entities, namely ESA and member States,
while the turnover made by industry with the EC, either directly or
through ESA, has been steady as compared to 2013.
The European Space industrial output in 2014 has been quite remarkable with 22 complete spacecraft delivered to various customers, on
top of which come 14 nanosats (less than 150 kg), 4 commercial
payloads, 3 PCM modules for the US Cygnus programme, and 400 M€
worth of space systems parts on the export markets.
Institutional programmes promoted by European governments exceed
half of the European space manufacturing industry’s business, in growth
by 11% from 2013 to reach an overall 3.9 B€. Such programmes are
key to industry, they address all fields of applications, and synergies
with commercial activities are essential to the competitiveness of
Europe in the space sector in all areas.
On ESA side, the volume of activities has increased from 2.3 to 2.5 B€,
which includes a stable rough 400 M€ worth of expenditures supported
by delegated budgets by the European Commission for Copernicus and
Galileo, as well as Eumetsat budgets for the procurement of the next
Meteosat generation. All together, ESA is by far the first customer of
the European Space industry and represents in 2014 practically two
thirds of the overall European public procurements made with industry.
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Moreover, it concentrates most of the space R&T funding and support
to industry competitiveness.
Combined with the sustained increase of national space budgets, this
trend is expected to continue in the next few years with the initiation of
the development of the next generation of European launchers and the
continued deployment of Galileo and Copernicus.
Industry revenues derived from EC direct procurement or grants have
more than doubled in 2014 to reach 112 M€. They remain however
still low in value and their impact on industry competitiveness are quite
limited.
Military systems sales continue to decrease and weigh in 2014 around
6% of the overall turnover of the European space manufacturing sector.
This continuous decline of the investment of Europe in this area is
strongly contrasting with the trend observed with the other space faring
nations.
On the commercial side, the global business with telecommunications operators has been slightly receding in 2014. This reflects the
increasing pressure on commercial markets, which is likely to continue
in the next few years with the emergence of aggressive newcomers
putting a strong pressure on prices at the both ends of the segment.
It remains however by far the major share of European space industry
commercial business, worth 1.6 B€ out of a total 2 B€ of commercial
sales.
On the launchers side, sales to Arianespace have been stable at 830
M€, fuelling the export market of launch services since two thirds of
Arianespace activities are performed to the profit of non-European
customers.
With these evolutions, the reliance of the European space industry
on commercial markets was established in 2014 at 46%. Although
decreasing, this level is way above the ratio of commercial business
realized in any other space-faring nation.
I would like once again to reinstate my gratitude to all the companies
that contributed to this survey by completing our questionnaire. I will
also take this opportunity to encourage all the others to devote a few
minutes to us next year so as to make this publication even more
accurate and reliable in the future.

Jean-Jacques Tortora: Eurospace Secretary General
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Overview
A specialised strategic sector

Markets and customers

The European space manufacturing industry is a strategic sector,
embedded in the wider European AeroSpace and Defence industrial
complex.
The space manufacturing industry is an infrastructure supplier. The
sector operates at the higher end of the space value chain, and supplies
service providers and public institutions, spacecraft and launchers to
meet their requirements.
The space industry designs, develops and manufactures spacecraft
and launchers, along with the associated ground systems for satellite
control and operations. The space manufacturing industry is organised
vertically with large and medium system integrators (capable of delivering a complete launcher or spacecraft to the launch pad) providing
business to a wide array of equipment and service suppliers (capable
of delivering integration ready subsystem, equipment and components,
or providing specialised services and tools supporting system design,
integration and test). The industry is highly specialised and capital
intensive. The sector is also rather concentrated, despite being distributed across all ESA member states.
Two large industrial holdings (EADS and Thales) are directly responsible
for more than half of the total space industry employment. The largest
dedicated space business units and industrial capabilities are located
mainly in Airbus Defence & Space and Thales Alenia Space. Smaller
space units are found also within larger groups such as Finmeccanica,
OHB, RUAG & Safran, they represent about one fifth of the total space
industry employment.
As a consequence, SMEs represent only a small fraction (less
than 10%) of the total space industry manufacturing employment.
Notwithstanding, small space units are very common in the space
sector, but they are often part of, or owned by, a larger company.
Industry is distributed across all Europe, with the main industrial
sites located in France, Germany, Italy, and, to a lesser extent, United
Kingdom, Spain and Belgium.
In 2014, the European space industry successfully delivered 22 spacecraft to the launch pad and produced 7 launchers for operations in
Kourou.
In 2014, the European space industry posted sales worth 7258 Million
€ and employed a total of 38233 workers.

The European space industry has access to a large domestic market, its
core market. It also exports its systems outside Europe. In both markets
space systems are sold to a variety of customers, mostly public entities
such as space agencies in Europe and worldwide, but also private
customers such as satellite or launch service operators.

Main industry facts
Key figures employment (FTE) and sales (M€)
Direct industry employment (FTE)
Other personnel working on site (FTE)
Total space industry employment (FTE)
Final sales (M€ current e.c.)

2014

Var.

35679 36184 38233

2012

6%

1777

2013
2106

1828

37456 38289 40061
6555

6815

7258

Final sales by main customer segment (M€)
(M€)

2012

2013

2014

Final sales (M€)

6555

6815

7258

Var.

7%

European public customers

3421

3541

3939

11%

European private customers

1702

1526

1402

-8%

Other European customers

105

168

142

-15%

Public customers RoW

499

660

800

21%

Private customers RoW

790

864

904

5%

Other customers RoW

38

57

72

26%

The first business area of the space manufacturing sector lies in the
design, development and manufacturing of satellites for operational
applications, such as telecommunications systems and parts, Earth
observation systems and parts, and navigation/localisation systems
and parts .
The second area of business is launchers. Launcher activities include
operational launch systems sales (mainly to Arianespace) and development and consolidation activities, in support of the Ariane and Vega
systems.
Scientific activities include a wide variety of systems and technologies,
with science systems and parts and human spaceflight (and related
activities, such as ATV, ISS contribution etc.) representing together the
core of revenues in this area.
Ground systems and activities cover an array of diverse industrial activities, including engineering and consultancy services (provided to the
manufacturing sector and in support to space agencies), the development and production of professional ground stations, and the industrial
hardware required for the development, production and test activities
(EGSE/MGSE).
Final sales by main product segment (M€)
(M€)
Final sales (M€)

2012
6555

2013
6815

2014
7258

Var.
7%
-2%

Launcher systems

1308

1447

1415

Satellite applications systems

3385

3370

3477

3%

Scientific systems

1086

1084

1281

18%

734

795

886

12%

42

120

199

66%

Ground systems and services
Other & Unknown

-13%
5%
7%

Warning - Perimeter change in 2014: The inclusion of additional entities in the
model has affected employment figures significantly (an additional 500 FTE
have been included that were not present previously). The net employment
growth is thus closer to 4% (+1500 FTE). See our release notes at the end
for details.
Definitions:
Direct industry employment: personnel employed directly by the company
(staff).
Other personnel working on site: personnel directly supporting company
activities supplied by a third party (interim workers, engineering, etc.).
Final sales: sector sales to final customers (equal to consolidated sales).
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Main indicators
at the same time. With the Ariane 4 phase out (after 2002) the situation
stabilised with less launchers produced.

European space industry sales and employment - 1992-2013
(M€, left & FTE, right)

8000
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40000
35000
30000
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20000
15000
10000
5000
0

Final sales
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20
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20
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20
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19

94

19

19

19

92

Direct space employment

European space industry sales exhibit contrasted evolutions over time,
with an apparent cyclic pattern (mostly influenced by the evolution of
sales to commercial customers). Industry employment figures follow the
variation of sales, with a similar pattern.

Main indicators
The European space industry designs, develops and manufactures
spacecraft, launchers and the related ground segment for a variety of
customers. Current market segmentations support the identification of the
customer nature (public/governmental customers vs. private/commercial
customers), and the identification of the customer’s geographical location
(customers located in Europe and customers outside Europe).
The core business of the European space industry is with European
public customers (more than half of sales). As a whole European
customers (public and private) represent more than 75% of total sales.
Sales by macro market segment (M€)
M€
Public customers

Output of the European space industry at date of launch
(mass at launch - tons)

Private customers

1200

Total

1000

400
200

14
20

12

10

20

06

08

20

20

20

20

04

02
20

00
20

98
19

96
19

94
19

92
19

The output of the space industrial sector can be summarised every
year with the measure of the mass of European spacecraft delivered
for launch, and the measure of the mass launched by European-built
launchers (Ariane and VEGA). We note that these values are following a
similar pattern to the value of industry sales (with a cyclical component).

60
European SC at launch
European launchers

30
20
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20
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20
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20
08
20
10
20
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20
14

20
02

20
00

19
98

19
96

19
94

0

19
92

2306

72

214

5483

1775

7258

The output of the Space industry can be measured every year with
the number of spacecraft delivered for launch and the number of
European launchers operated the same year. We note that there have
been high peaks of spacecraft delivered for launch in 1998 and 1999
corresponding to the Globalstar constellation deliveries. Disregarding
such exceptional events, the European space industry has delivered
a growing number of spacecraft over the years, from an average of
10-11 spacecraft/year in the nineties up to 20 and more in the years
2000. With launcher deliveries the situation is quite different with peak
years with more than 10 launchers/year corresponding to the years
between 1996 and 2002 when Ariane 5 and Ariane 4 were operational
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unknown
3%

Pub. cust
(EU)
54%

Priv. cust
(EU)
19%

Long series indicators
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Long series are built by aggregating data established over a long period of
time using three different methodologies and data collection tools. Over time
new customer or product categories were introduced to increase the level
of detail of the survey. In particular the separate identification of ground
systems (TTC stations, ground control stations etc.) was introduced in 2009.
Before, the value of relevant ground systems was associated to the relevant
application (telecoms, observation etc.). To avoid statistical disruption, in long
series by system the value of ground systems is distributed proportionally
in the satellite applications series. This is why the data points in the graphs
have higher values than in the associated tables. In customer/market
segment aggregate series there is no statistical disruption.

Output of the European space industry
(units: spacecraft and launchers)

ASD EUROSPACE

904

142

Pub. cust.
(RoW)
11%

0

6

1402

Priv. cust.
(RoW)
13%

600

40

Total
4739

Distribution of sales by main market segment (%)

Mass Launched by Ariane & Vega

50

RoW
customers
800

Other / unknown

Mass at Launch European SC

800

EU customers
3939

I

European space industry sales are split amongst two main markets
segments, according to the customer: an institutional domestic market,
with a civil and military component, where customers are European public
entities, and a market for commercial and export customers.
Sales by main market segment - European public entities vs
Commercial and exports
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Sales to European public entities
Commercial & exports sales
Other/unknown
1993
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1996

1999

2002

2005

2008

2011

2014

Industry revenues associated to European public spending in space
have remained rather stable over the past two decades. The slight
growth observed since 2008 is mostly attributed to the inception of
European Union flagship programmes (GMES/Copernicus, EGNOS and
Galileo).
Sales on the commercial and export markets are marked by a cyclical
component, with a peak in 2001-2002. The growth observed after
2005 peaking in 2013 may announce another downturn soon.
Sales to European public entities include the sales to: Public space agencies
in Europe (ESA, CNES, DLR, ASI etc.), European Commission, publicly owned
satellite operators (Eumetsat), military institutions.
Commercial and export sales include the sales to: Privately owned satellite
operators Worldwide (e.g. Eutelsat, Intelsat), public satelite operators outside
Europe (e.g. Arabsat, RSCC, Chinasat), privately owned launch services
operators worldwide (e.g. Arianespace), public space agencies outside Europe
(e.g. NASA, KARI), military institutions outside Europe, space manufacturing
companies outside Europe.

European space industry sales can also be split according to the civil
or military nature of the system. This specific analysis is required
to assess correctly the value of the defence/military component of
European space industry’s business. Indeed due to innovative procurement schemes (such as PPPs) and due to the complex nature of space
programmes, there are situations where military systems are procured
by civil entities. For example the French military observation system
Essaim was procured by CNES (a civil agency), similarly the military
communications system Skynet is owned and managed by private
operator Paradigm (through a PPP scheme). Contrary to other space
powers (the USA, Russia, China), Europe has limited investment in
military space activities. As a result military space systems sales are
only a small fraction of European space industry revenues.
Sales by main market segment - Civil vs. Military systems sales
(M€)

7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

Civil systems sales
Military systems sales
Other/unknown

1993

1996

1999

2002

2005

2008

2011

2014

Military systems are defined as systems procured by a military entity (such as
the French DGA) and systems designed for a military mission with the requirements of military users (such as the Skynet system for military communications or the Helios system for military observation). All other systems are
identified as civil.

The European space industry is involved with four main lines of
products, with different characteristics and customers: satellite applications systems (including the related ground segment), launcher
systems, scientific systems (including human space infrastructure) and
ground support activities. Satellite applications systems sales contribute
the most to European space industry revenue. Their evolution is marked
by a rather high variability over time, exhibiting a cyclical profile.
Sales by main market segment - type of system (M€)
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
1993

1996

1999

2002

2005

2008

2011

2014

Satellite applications systems (ground stations incl.)
Launcher systems
Scientific systems
Support Activities

Satellite applications include all sales related to the development and production of systems for future and actual missions in telecommunications, Earth
observation and navigation/positioning. Most of the revenues are drawn from
the production of operational systems, while a smaller share is associated to
technology and system development activities. In the specific frame of long
series, satellite applications also include the value of ground systems (control
centres, ground antennas etc.). These figures do not include the revenues
drawn from satellite operations.
Launcher systems include all sales relevant to the design, development and
production of launcher systems. European launcher systems include the large
Ariane 5 system, in operations since 1996, and the smaller VEGA system,
in operations since 2012. A small fraction of these revenues are associated
to the exports of launcher equipment (e.g. thrusters, fairings) used on non
European launchers. These figures do not include the revenues drawn from
launch operations.
Scientific systems sales include al sales relevant to the design, development
and production of scientific spacecraft systems. These spacecraft will address
such missions as: human spaceflight, planetary exploration, Earth science,
astronomy, etc. Almost all of these revenues are associated to government
programmes.
Support activities include all activities required to support the design, development and production of space systems. This category includes a share of
hardware and a share of services sales. Hardware sales are associated to
the production of electric and mechanical ground segment equipment (EGSE
& MGSE) i.e. dedicated equipment required for the test and integration
activities of equipment, subsystems and complete systems. Services sales
are associated to the delivery of engineering, test and other specialised
services to the space manufacturing industry and space systems customers.
These services sometimes include also ground control center operations, in
particular for space agencies.
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Sector Demographics

Sector Demographics
Industry employment - age and gender distribution
The European space industry is quite specific in terms of age and qualification structures. The industry maintains a rather stable age structure.
The employment distribution by age exhibits a larger proportion of
employees in the 45-55 age range, with an average age of employees
around 44, with a slight difference between women and men. About a
fifth of space industry employees are women.
Space industry employees age and gender characteristics
Total employment
Average age (women)

38233
43.41

Average age (men)

44.62

Average (all)

44.38

Women in % of total

19.67%

Men in % of total

80.33%

Space industry employees age pyramid
62
58
54
50
46
42
38
34
30
26
22
<=18

400

200

NOTE: detailed age distribution and qualification structure is not available for
all companies in the model. The data compiled here is based on 74% of total
employment.

Industry employment - distribution by
country
The European space industry is distributed across all ESA countries,
resulting in an important fragmentation, particularly in the smallest contributors to ESA. Yet, the 6 major ESA member states (France, Germany, Italy,
United Kingdom, Spain and Belgium) provide about 90 % of European
space industry employment. In principle, personnel is allocated to the
country of activity. This is particularly relevant to companies who provide
engineering and other specialised services to space agencies and industry
throughout Europe (e.g. Serco, Vega, RHEA, HE Space).
Industry employment distribution by country
Country
Austria

2012
337

2013
355

2014
371

Belgium

1438

1405

1564

Denmark

212

224

228

Finland

164

155

144

France

13205

13641

13830

6425

6898

7269

47

47

61

4711

4578

4608

Germany
Ireland

Women
0

200

400

600

Italy

Men

800

Luxembourg

1000

1200

26

26

26

Netherlands

835

730

983

Norway

303

369

383

Portugal

126

129

168

2493

2518

3044
760

Industry employment - Qualification
structure

Spain

Due to the engineering complexity of space programmes, the space
sector attracts a larger than average share of high skilled workers. The
majority of space industry workers have a scientific and/or engineering
background and hold high level degrees (PhD, master). The qualification
structure of females is quite similar to that of males, whereas women
in the space industry are not limited to clerical and low level positions.

United Kingdom

Space industry employees qualification and gender characteristics
Qualification profile
1. University (4-5 years and up)

All
38%

Men
40%

Women
34%

2. University (up to 3 years)

29%

29%

29%

3. Higher Vocational School

21%

20%

22%

4. Vocational School

6%

5%

9%

5. General School Only

1%

1%

1%

6. Apprenticeship

4%

5%

2%

Not available

1%

0%

2%

Space industry employees qualification and gender characteristics
(Graph)

100%
80%

Cat. 1

Cat. 2

Cat. 3

Cat. 4

Cat. 5

Cat. 6

60%
40%
20%

Sweden

758

760

Switzerland

821

794

874

3777

3553

3613

na

na

308

35678

36184

37925

Other countries
(Czech Rep., Bulgaria, Hungary,
Poland, Estonia)
Europe

NOTE:
Perimeter change in 2015. The inclusion of new companies in the model in
2015 impacts employment figures by +500 approximately. Of these more than
250 apply to Spain and the remaining are relevant to ‘other countries’.
Note that country data highlighted in the table is issued with a warning. The
level of questionnaire return within a country is below 60% of total for that
country, meaning that the specific data point is based for more than 40% on
estimates rather than actual updated information. Please see also the release
notes and survey information.
Please read our «Release Notes» to better understand national evolutions:
perimeter changes (i.e. the inclusion of a new company in the economic
model) may affect significantly national employment figures.
Employment distribution by country - 3 years evolution - countries
with more than 1000 employees
16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

0%
Men
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France

Germany

Italy

Spain

United
Kingdom

Employment distribution by country - 3 years evolution - countries
with less than 1000 employees
1200
1000

2012

800

2013

600
400

Considering the uncertainties described above, it is ascertained that
within the sector of space systems manufacturing and development in
Europe, the proportion of SMEs is comprised between 5% and 13% of
total employment.
Space industry employment - SME situation (%)

2014

200

Small space business
(maybe SMEs);
8%

Not SMEs; 87%
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Verified SMEs; 5%

Industry employment - distribution by
company
Employment in large groups
The space industrial sector is embedded in the larger aerospace and
defence industrial landscape. Approximately half of the companies in
the survey have corporate ties with the main industrial conglomerates,
such as EADS, Thales, Finmeccanica and Safran. As a result the vast
majority of space industry employees are working in large aerospace
and defence groups. These groups may also create dedicated jointventures to undertake specific industrial tasks (e.g. Europropulsion,
Cryospace, UMS...).
With a view to securing the supply of critical equipment, large groups
also tend to extend their control in the space supply chain with the
absorption of suppliers (and competitors). Thus the space sector counts
a large number of small space units, but a rather limited number of
independent SMEs.
Space industry employment by corporate affiliation

Other companies; 28,50%

Airbus; 32,24%

OHB; 4,76%
Safran; 5,10%

SME Situation
Not SMEs

Empl. Space
(direct)
28439

Small space business
(maybe SMEs)

3042

Verified SMEs
TOTAL

Total space Final space Numb. of
sales (M€) sales (M€)
units
8019
5202
131
3086

1913

52

2081

393

143

45

38233

11499

7258

228

SMEs are defined by the European Commission as companies with employment below 250 and total sales below 50 M€ (or balance sheet inferior to
43 M€). To qualify as SMEs company also need to be independent from non
SME’s meaning that their capital shall not be controlled by a large company.
This very limitative EC definition excludes most space units from the strict
SME definition, despite the small size of the majority of space units in
Eurospace model. Indeed most space units are subsidiaries of larger groups.
Eurospace defines a space unit as a corporate entity or business unit or
department involved in the design development and production of space
systems. Space units are organised by country. Each space unit provides a
separate entry in the Eurospace economic model.
Note that total sales includes inter-sector sales, they are higher than final
sales. Please refer to methodological notes for details.
Employment distribution by space unit - concentration in the space
sector

RUAG; 3,23%
Finmeccanica; 6,15%

Space industry employment - SME situation
(employment & sales)

Thales; 20,47%

NOTE:
For the sake of representation we have associated all Thales Alenia Space
employees to Thales (67% control share) and all of the Telespazio group
employees to Finmeccanica (67% control share). UMS space personnel
instead was evenly split between Thales and Airbus (50/50 JV). About Airbus
Safran Launchers: the impact on employment structures in 2014 is rather
small, in our figures we still credit Safran for all Snecma employment, and
Airbus for the former Astrium Space Transportation). Next year we may
decide to identify the ASL JV separately from Safran and Airbus.

SMEs in the space sector
The Eurospace survey reaches more than 200 space units in Europe. Of
these only a very smalI fraction are SMEs (according to the EC definition),
despite the fact that the vast majority of space units in Europe are quite
modest in size, from both the employment and the revenues point of view.
In this year’s survey 45 companies formally qualified as SMEs (representing a total of 2081 employees), out of a total of 97 small space
businesses. For the other small space units in the model the status is
unknown, some may be SMEs, some may not.
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Final Sales by Market Segment

Overview - European sales vs. Export
The sales of the European space industry are located mainly in Europe
(76% of final sales). Exports represent a smaller, but significant share
(24%).
European sales vs. Exports (%)

Exports 24%

European sales 76%
Sales by system - European customers vs. Exports (M€)
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Overview - Public vs. Private customers
The sales of the European space industry are mostly associated to
public customers (i.e. state-controlled/owned entities). They represent
65% of final industry sales. Private customers represent a significant,
though lesser, share of European space industry sales, worth 35% of
final industry sales.
Sales to public vs. Private customers (%)

Private customers 35%

Public customers 65%

ASD EUROSPACE

Sales by system - Public vs. Private customers (M€)
0

European sales involve a variety of customers, including of course the
main space agencies in Europe (ESA procurement alone representing
more than one third of industry revenues). Consequently European
sales concern a broad range of systems, from scientific spacecraft
to satellite applications and launcher systems. Differently, customers
outside Europe are almost exclusively commercial satellite operators,
and their focus is on the procurement of telecommunications satellite
systems. The exports of European telecommunications systems sales
are even more important than the value of domestic sales for similar
systems.

10

Historically public entities have been the sole customers for space
systems in Europe (and Worldwide). Today, public/governmental
programme are still the largest contributors to space industry activity
worldwide, and Europe is no exception to this rule. Public customers
(i.e. government controlled entities) are mostly composed of space
agencies in Europe and abroad, as well as public satellite operators
(such as Eumetsat in Europe, or Arabsat, Chinasat, RSCC worldwide).
The gradual privatisation of a few specific areas of space activity has
favoured the development of private customers for space systems.
The first in line was Arianespace, the European private launch services
operator. This development was accelerated at the turn of the millennium with the privatisation of all main telecommunications satellite
operators (Eutelsat, Inmarsat, Intelsat).
As a consequence of the structure and nature of commercial markets in
space, European space industry sales to private customers are concentrated upon two main product lines: large geostationary telecommunications satellite and operational launch systems for operations at
Kourou. Since the late nineties two secondary commercial markets
have emerged; the market for low Earth orbit mobile communications satellites (in constellations) and the market for commercial Earth
observations systems. We now see an emerging commercial/export
market in the areas of Science and (more importantly) in the segment
of human spaceflight.
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Customer details
Focus: European public/institutional customers
European public institutions, including ESA, national agencies, Eumetsat,
the EC and the military, are the core historic customers of the European
space industry. Today they are responsible of 54% of space industry sales.
Space agencies have been established in Europe progressively from
the sixties to nowadays. They have progressively acquired an extended
technical competence that allows them to manage the complexity of space
programmes, a unique competence that is put to the service of other institutions. Space agencies (ESA and CNES in particular) not only manage and
procure programmes serving their own purpose, but also provide technical
management and procurement services to other entities. The most notable
cases involve complete programme delegation, where full budgets are
delegated to the space agency for implementation on behalf of a third
party. This is the case of the GMES satellites, managed and procured by
ESA on behalf of the European Commission. This is also the case of the
Galileo programme, where ESA ensures all procurement on behalf of the
Commission. Similarly ESA has consistently developed and procured the
European meteorological satellites on behalf of Eumetsat.
Thus, it is no surprise that ESA is now the single most important customer
of the European space industry, worth 2.5B€ of revenues. In this total,
the European Commission programmes delegated to ESA represent an
estimated 408M€ worth of revenues for the sector.

Copyright by Eurospace

After ESA, national space agencies in Europe represent the most sizeable
share of revenues from European institutional programmes, worth 837M€.
These are the revenues generated by national space programmes. Most of
these are associated to the activities of CNES (France, DLR (Germany) and
ASI (Italy). It must be noted however that these three civil space agencies
also occasionally manage programmes on behalf of the military. This was
the case of Essaim (CNES/DGA), Satcom BW (DLR/Bundeswehr), Sicral
(ASI/Forze Armate Italiane). In 2014 the value of military systems procured
by civil space agencies in Europe was 120M€.
And last, military institutions represent revenues worth 421M€. As
explained above, not all military systems are procured directly by military
entities, as a consequence the total value of military systems sales is
higher than the value of sales to military customers, worth 766M€. This
total includes the procurement of civil space agencies, the PPP approaches
(e.g. Paradigm/Skynet) worth 48M€, and exports worth 216M€ (plus an
additional 28M€ with customer unknown/unidentified).
Focus: Sales to European institutional customers by procuring
entity (M€)

420

2,533

836

36
111

The ‘commercial market’ is the market composed of private entities (e.g.
satellite operators, Arianespace), and public entities located outside Europe.
In other terms we define the commercial market as all sales to private entities,
plus all exports (sales to customers outside Europe).
Focus: Sales on the commercial market by customer (M€)

23

Sales to Arianespace
Sales to private satellite operators (EU)

395
380

848

395

538
508

Sales to ESA
Sales to the European
Commission
Sales to public satellite
operators
Sales to other civil public
agencies
Sales to military institutions

NOTE: In these two graphs all sales to ESA include also the programmes with
budget delegation from the EU (GMES/Copernicus) and Galileo. These two EU
programmes represent 408 M€ worth of industry sales to ESA.
Focus: Sales to European institutional customers by system (M€)
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With the establishment of Arianespace, and later the advent of
commercial satellite operators, the European space industry has added
new customers on top of its core business with European institutional customers. These customers are commonly referred to as ‘the
commercial market’, although not all of them are private entities.

ESA
Other institutional Europe

Sales to private satellite operators (RoW)
Sales to other companies in the sector (RoW)
Sales to public satellite operators (RoW)
Sales to civil public agencies (RoW)
Sales to military institutions (RoW)

Focus: Sales on the commercial market by system (M€)
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Differently than the European institutional market, where sales are
distributed among a wide variety of different systems, in the commercial market the sales are concentrated on two main types of systems:
launchers (27%) and telecommunications systems (52%).
In telecommunications systems the importance of exports is particularly
worth noting. Exports of telecommunications systems represent alone
38% of the European space industry sales on the commercial market,
and 69% of total exports.
In all other product segments the commercial market is far from being
similarly mature/sizeable, and European industry sales are altogether
still limited.

It is interesting to note that ESA and other institutional customers in
Europe are not procuring the same type of systems. For Earth observation systems we note that ESA, despite the GMES/Copernicus delegated
budget still spends less than the sum of all national agencies (plus
Eumetsat). This clearly shows that Earth observation is still considered
a strategic activity for some member states (France, Germany and Italy
mostly) that invest more on national programmes. For telecommunications we note a similar situation with industry revenues drawn from ESA
lower than that of national budgets. On the contrary some branches of
activity are almost completely organised in the ESA frame, this is the
case of launcher development, navigation (almost completely funded by
EC budget), human spaceflight (and ISS activities), and science.
Focus: The commercial market (private customers and
exports)
ASD EUROSPACE
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Overview: Historic series - customer
segment
Historic series: Institutional Europe
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Note: two EC programmes (Galileo and Copernicus/GMES) are managed by
ESA on behalf of the EC. The sales associated to these programmes are
thus included in the ESA values. The contribution of the EC to ESA probably
explains most of the growth of sales observed after 2008.
Historic series: Commercial market & export
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Note: for historic series the value of exports alone is unknown. Eurospace
started measuring exports separately only with the 2009 methodological
update.
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Final Sales by Product Segment
Overview: sales by main product
segment
The Eurospace survey identifies 4 main product segments in European
space industry sales, each lending itself to further categorisation:
Launcher systems, Satellite applications, Scientific systems, and Ground
systems/services.
Sales by macro product segment

Launcher systems

2010
1070

2011
1193

2012
1308

Satellite applications systems

M€

2013
1447

2014
1415

3108

3233

3385
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Scientific systems

990
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1086

1084

1281

Ground systems and services

878

877

734

795

886

Other & unknown

100

120

42

120

199

NOTE: between 2009 and 2010 the value of ground systems and services
grew significantly. Most of this growth is due to perimeter changes in the
survey, with the inclusion of new ground segment companies in the survey
(such as Serco, VEGA and Telespazio).
Sales by macro product segment
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satellite operators
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and parts RoW
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RoW customers
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673
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institutions RoW

Sales to Arianespace

Total scientific programmes

Satellite
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systems Unknown
tions systems & services systems

536

Sales to European
private operators

Total satellite applications

Sales by product segments, details (M€)

Sales by macro segment and by customer (M€)

Other/unknown
European customers

Total Launcher

Other & unknown

environments such as drop towers/parabolic flights).
Ground systems/services: this category considers hardware and services
closely associated to space systems development, production and operations. The category includes: professional ground stations and ground control
centers (for telemetry, telecommand and control of spacecraft), Electric and
mechanical ground support equipment (EGSE/MGSE - specialised equipment used to test and integrate space systems), services (only professional
services, including test and engineering services associated to development
and manufacturing), and ground control center and operations services
associated to spacecraft or launcher operations.

199 7258
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marked
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scientific
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(worth
40% of total sales to ESA,
Launcher systems: The category only considers space launchers, all missile
and
78%
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total
sales
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scientific
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historic
mandate
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integrators and to launch services operators) and launcher development
activities (funded by space agencies, so far).
Launcher sales are very much focused on two main customers, ESA
Satellite applications: this category considers satellite systems, i.e. autono(38% of launcher sales) and Arianespace (56% of launcher sales).
mous systems destined to be operated in Earth orbit to perform an operational
This is consistent with the organisation of launcher development
mission. Satellite systems category thus includes all systems (and parts) for
and procurement activities in Europe where Arianespace is procuring
telecommunications, Earth observation (including meteorology), and navigaoperational launcher systems while ESA is financing launcher develoption/localisation/positioning.
ment and consolidation activities. With the advent of Airbus Safran
Scientific systems: this category considers all spacecraft with a scientific
Launchers the situation may change, since the new entity aims at full
purpose. This includes all scientific satellites (i.e. for astronomy or Earth
vertical integration of launcher activities, from development to operascience purposes) as well as all human related structural components (cargo
tions. Arianespace may thus eventually be absorbed by the new entity.
spacecraft, habitable modules etc.) and microgravity equipment (racks and
Satellite applications sales (sales of systems and equipment for
modules for operations in the space station, or in artificial microgravity
telecommunications, Earth observation and navigation) are more evenly
2,000
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distributed across a variety of customers in Europe and outside Europe.
Of course satellite operators worldwide (public and private) are the
core customers for this segment of products worth 37% of total satellite applications sales. The exports of equipment and parts (complete
payloads, specialised equipment etc.) represent a sizeable amount (9%
of total satellite applications sales).
On the ground systems & services segment, the core business is
located with European institutional customers (71% of total ground
system/services sales). Within this segment, sales are mostly associated to ground control center hardware and services, as well as
engineering services provided in support of technical space agency
activities.
Focus: Military systems and military customers
In Europe, differently than in the USA or Russia (and even China),
military applications of space are rather under-developed. Strategic
considerations have not been a major driver of space systems development in the early years of European space programmes, and today
European space military programmes are still organised at national
level rather than at European level.
European military programmes in space have almost exclusively developed in the areas of telecommunications (with the Syracuse, Skynet,
Sicral, Satcom BW systems...) and tactical observation (Helios, CosmoSkymed-Pleiades, Essaim…).
The technical and financial management of European military
programmes in space has been associated to a wide variety of
solutions, from the direct procurement of military systems by defence
procurement agencies (such as the French DGA, or the UK ministry of
Defence) to budget delegation to national space agencies (such as the
DGA/CNES agreement or the Bundeswehr/DLR scheme) as well as a
variety of public-private partnerships (such as the Skynet/Paradigm
scheme). As a result the economic assessment of military systems
sales cannot be limited to the assessment of industry sales to military
entities.
The Eurospace methodology identifies all sales to military entities, but also
the sales of military systems under procurement by civil public and private
entities.
Focus on Military systems: military systems sales
by customer segment (M€)
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The sales to military institutions in Europe represent revenues worth
421M€. Since not all military systems are procured directly by military
entities, the total value of military systems sales is higher than the
value of sales to military customers, worth 766M€. This total includes
the procurement of civil space agencies, the PPP approaches (e.g.
Paradigm/Skynet) worth 48M€, and exports worth 216M€ and a further
28M€ worth of military systems whose customer could not be identified
in the survey.
Due to their strategic nature, defence markets are still very much
organised nationally worldwide. With military space systems this
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situation is reflected in the sales figures for European military space
systems, where exports are a very small fraction of military systems
sales.

Launcher systems sales
Launcher system sales include sales of operational launch systems to
Arianespace procurement, the exports of launcher equipment and parts, and
all launcher development and consolidation activities funded mainly by ESA.
The European space industry currently manufactures two different launchers,
the Ariane 5 system (heavy launcher), and the VEGA system (small/medium
class launcher). Both are operated by Arianespace from the European spaceport in French Guyana, alongside the Russian Soyuz launcher. The Soyuz is
produced in Russia and is not associated to any significant revenues for the
European space manufacturing industry.
Long series: Launcher systems sales (M€)
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Launcher programmes include two different and complementary
market segments.
A market for operational launcher systems: the space industry produces
and integrates the Ariane and VEGA launch systems for Arianespace.
This is strictly a domestic market, although Arianespace services are
sold to customers worldwide. The level of business in this segment is
driven mostly by Arianespace demand for launch system, itself being
strongly linked to the global demand for launch services and by the
competitiveness of Arianespace. Industry also exports launcher parts
(e.g. fairings, nozzles) that are integrated to non European launchers
(e.g. Atlas, H2).
A market for launcher development activities: development programmes
are funded almost exclusively through ESA, they aim at preparing the
future (e.g. FLPP) or at consolidating and improving existing technology
(e.g. ARTA, VERTA). The level of business associated to this market
is driven by policy decisions. In 2014 European ministers at teh ESA
Council decided to embark on the development of a new launcher
system: Ariane 6. The financial impact of this decision will be visible in
2015 figures.
With the exception of launcher parts for exports (only 3% of
launcher sales), the whole launcher system market is domestic,
on both its operational and development market segments.
Notwithstanding the customer base of Arianespace business is
markedly international, whereas in recent years Arianespace
launched a majority of satellites for non-European entities.

Copyright by Eurospace

Satellite applications sales

Long series: Satellites launched by Ariane by customer region
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Satellite applications: this category considers satellite systems, i.e. autonomous systems destined to be operated in Earth orbit to perform an operational
mission. Satellite systems category thus includes all systems (and parts) for
telecommunications, Earth observation (including meteorology), and navigation/localisation/positioning.
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Note that in the graph above only considers the satellites launched with the
Ariane system (Ariane 4, then Ariane 5). Arianespace also operates the VEGA
and Soyuz launchers, whose activity is not considered here. More information
on launches performed by Arianespace (using Ariane and VEGA) are available
in the Arianespace launches section.

Satellite applications, as a whole, represent the most important source
of revenues for the European space industry, worth 48% of final sales.
They are also the main export segment with 81% of exports.
Satellite applications details: distribution by application (M€)
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In the specific frame of long series (to ensure consistency across
methodological changes in Eurospace survey), satellite applications
sales also include the value of ground systems sales (control centers,
ground antennas etc.). The value of ground systems sales is distributed
proportionally across telecommunications, EO and navigation. These figures
do not include the revenues drawn from satellite operations. This explains
why figures provided as details for the last available years do not match
exactly the ones used in the long series graphs.

Launcher development programmes
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0
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The evolution over time of sales among the three segments of satellite applications is very different. Telecommunications systems sales
exhibit a high variability with an evolution that may be driven by a cycle.
Fluctuations in telecommunications systems sales are mostly linked to
fluctuations in the commercial/global market for geostationary telecommunications systems. In Earth observation, the evolution is marked
by rather stable sales over time. In navigation the situation is that of
an emerging market segment, with no significant sales until the mid
nineties, and from there on a growth associated to the gradual commitment of European governments to the development and deployment of
the European EGNOS, and Galileo systems.
The sales of satellite applications systems are composed at 91% of
complete systems sold to final customers such as space agencies
(in Europe and abroad) and satellite operators. A small percentage of
satellite applications sales (9%) is associated to the export of satellite
parts and equipment, ranging from complete payloads for telecommunications system, to smaller parts and equipment such as amplifiers, TWTs, etc. These parts and equipment are sold for integration in
satellite systems produced by non-European space companies (mainly
in the USA and Russia). These not so marginal exports highlight the
excellence of some specific European products.
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Satellite applications details: European sales vs. exports (M€)
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Satellite applications details: focus on the European institutional
market (M€)
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Satellite applications represent the major segment of exports for the
European space industry. These exports are not evenly distributed
among the three sub-segments. In fact, most of satellite applications
systems exports are associated to telecommunications systems (84%
of all satellite applications exports). For the other two sub-segments
export markets have yet to develop significantly, although European
Earth observation systems are facing a growing non domestic demand
from emerging operators and aspiring space countries.
Satellite applications details: Private vs. Public customers (M€)
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The satellite applications market segment is composed at 64% of the
demand expressed by public customers, mostly public agencies such
as the Galileo Supervisory Authority, National space agencies and public
satellite operators such as Arabsat. Private entities are found on the
demand side mostly in telecommunications systems, where they represent the core demand (i.e. Eutelsat, Inmarsat, Paradigm etc.).
European institutional/public customers are core players in the satellite
applications market, their demand is worth 44% of the total satellite
applications sales, and worth 70% of the demand expressed by public
customers worldwide in this market segment.

Note: two EC programmes (Galileo and Copernicus/GMES) are managed by
ESA on behalf of the EC. The sales associated to these programmes are thus
included in the value of sales to ESA. It is estimated that GMES activities
represented almost half of Earth observation sales to ESA and Galileo about
90% of the navigation-related sales to ESA.

Within the specific sub-segment of European institutional customers
a few peculiarities can be highlighted with regard to the split between
sales to ESA and sales to other institutional entities (mostly national
space agencies). In two sub segments the activities performed under
ESA procurement generate less business that those performed mainly
in a national environment. This is the case for telecommunications and
Earth observation. On the contrary, in navigation, the majority of sales
occur within the ESA procurement scheme (with the budget delegation
from the European Commission). Such a situation suggests that in
telecommunications and Earth observation ESA member states rather
promote activities on a national scheme, supporting the development
of their own industry.
Satellite applications details: focus on the commercial and export
market (M€)
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The commercial and exports market for European satellite applications
systems is mostly associated to the sales to telecommunications satellite operators to the point that sales to telecommunications satellite
operators represent 37% of total sales of satellite applications, and are
worth 67% of sales in the commercial and export market segment. The
small value of sales of Earth observation and navigation systems on the
commercial and exports markets is due to the low commercial maturity
of these market segments, compared to telecommunications.
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Satellite applications: all details (M€)
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Scientific programmes details: Domestic vs. Export sales (M€)
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Science systems represent alone 67% of the sales of scientific
programmes. The human related systems sales are worth 28% of
scientific programmes while microgravity products (racks and experiments) are the smallest share of sales in this segment, only worth 5%
of scientific programmes sales.

0

429

1000

Science systems

651 3370

Human related Space infrastructure
(ISS, ATV,…)

Scientific programmes sales
Scientific programmes cover activities exclusively related to governmental programmes. With the stability of European government budgets
in space in Europe in the past decade, industry sales in this segment
have been quite stable (disregarding the small variations between
years) established at an average value of 1078 M€.
Long series: scientific programmes
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

500

ISS and Human spaceflight programmes
Science
Microgravity

European customers
Exports

Microgravity products (racks, experiments)

Due to the governmental nature of scientific programmes in space
there are only limited opportunities for exports in this specific segment.
As a result exports represent a mere 11% of all scientific programmes
sales, and are mostly associated to activities performed in a multilateral
framework (such as the ISS, or scientific programmes in collaboration
with India, the USA or Russia). For human spaceflight the situation has
changed in 2014 with the delivery of European contributions to the US
Cygnus cargo module. The European involvement in this programme
may further generate growth opportunities for eports in this market
segment.
Scientific programmes focus on: European institutional market (M€)

1993

1996

1999

2002

2005

2008

2011

Scientific programmes are a broad market segment that includes three very
different sub-segments.
Science systems: this category embraces all industry sales associated to the
design, development and production of automated spacecraft systems in the
frame of scientific programmes promoted by governmental organisations.
These may cover a diversity of missions in the scientific domain, such as
astronomy, oceanography, atmosphere science, magnetosphere studies,
planetary exploration, etc.
ISS and human spaceflight programmes: this segment covers all activities
relevant to the European involvement in the European space station (cargo
spacecraft, modules, habitats, specialised gear, etc.) with the exception of the
experiments carried on board.
Microgravity: this segment covers all sales related to the design, development
and operations of experiments and tests performed in microgravity, mostly
aboard the space station, but also on Earth based microgravity infrastructures
(Zero-G flights, drop towers).

500

1000

Science
Human related Space infrastructure
(ISS, ATV,…)
Microgravity products (racks, experiments)

2013

2014

500

1000

Science systems
Human related Space infrastructure
(ISS, ATV,…)
ESA
Other institutional EU

Microgravity products (racks, experiments)

In Europe, the majority of scientific programmes (differently than satellite applications) are promoted and funded in the frame of ESA (78%
of all scientific programmes sales). This is completely in line with the
original vision of the founding fathers of European space programmes
willing to promote scientific research in space at European level.
Scientific programmes: all details (M€)
Private
Public
Private
Public
customers customers customers customers
Europe
Europe
RoW
RoW Total

M€

Scientific programmes details (M€)
0

0

2014

Science systems

1

724

26

72

823

Human
related Space
infrastructure (ISS,
ATV,…)

1

328

28

0

357

Microgravity
products (racks,
experiments)

0

55

3

0

58

Total scientific
programmes

2

1107

57
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Output of the European space industry in 2014

Ground segment activities

Ground segment details: European sales vs Exports (M€)

This product category was introduced with the methodological change
of 2009, there are no long series associated. The category was created
to measure precisely the ground segment business directly associated
to the design, development, manufacturing and operations of space
systems. Since the measure was introduced, this market segment has
represented an average of 12% of space industry sales, confirming
the relevance of the measure and the importance of ground segment
activities in the overall space system approach.
Ground segment activities 2010-2014 (M€)

0
EGSE, MGSE (test & support equipmt)

European customers
Exports

Ground stations (TT&C, UL/DL…)
Professional services (engineering, test, etc.)

Scientific programmes details: 2012 vs 2013 (M€)

500

M€

2010

2011

2012

2013

Ground segment activities include three categories of activities.
First the manufacturing of EGSE/MGSE (electric/mechanical ground support
equipment): the professional equipment used to perform calibration, integration and test activities on spacecraft systems, subsystems and instruments
(worth8 % of ground segment sales). Only specialised equipment designed
and procured to support space programmes is included in this category.
Generic manufacturing equipment is not included in the Eurospace survey.
The sale of ground stations and ground control centers, i.e. the ground
infrastructure required to operate space systems (launchers during launch,
and spacecraft during operational lifetime) is worth 41% of ground segment
activities sales. Ground segment services are not counted in this category.
The last, but not least, category of sales in the ground segment is associated
to services exclusively. In this category are bundled two different types of
services. The services provided to the manufacturing industry in support of
design, development, test and integration activities, and the services provided
to space agencies for the technical and financial management of their
programmes, including, sometimes, ground control center operations. This
category represents 51% of the total ground segment activities sales.
Ground segment details (M€)
0

250

500

2

34

18

6

60

Ground stations
(TT&C, UL/DL…)

60

233

14

20

327

Professional
services

21

362

13

3

399

Total

83

629

45

29

786

European spacecraft deliveries to launch
European spacecraft launched in 2014
The European space industry was involved in the production of 22
spacecraft launched in 2014. In addition to these, 14 very small satellites (i.e. Cubesats with mass <150kg) were produced in Europe, usually
within universities in the frame of student awareness programmes.
European industry also delivered 4 complete payload systems for
the Russian Express and Yamal programmes and Argentina’s ARSAT
programme. European industry is also involved in the US Cygnus
programme (3 PCM modules delivered for launch in 2014). Overall,
European industry exported worth 397M€ of space system parts for
integration in non-European built satellites and launchers.
Table: European-built spacecraft delivered for launch in 2014
(customer and mass at launch/kg)
European deliveries to
launch
ATV 5
Astra 2G

EGSE, MGSE (test & support equipmt)

2014

2013

Professional services (engineering, test, etc.)
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Customer
Region
Europe

Mass (kg)
20750

SES Astra

Europe

6000

Europe

5967

SES Astra

Europe

5724

Athena-Fidus

DGA

Europe

3080

Sentinel 1A

ESA

Europe

2280

Galileo 5

ESA

Europe

733

Galileo 6

ESA

Europe

733

Spot 7
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Customer
ESA
Eutelsat SA

Eutelsat 3B
Astra 5B

Ground stations (TT&C, UL/DL…)

Private
Public
Private
Public
customers customers customers customers
Europe
Europe
RoW
RoW Total

EGSE, MGSE (test
& support equipmt)

2014

Professional services
Ground stations (TT&C, UL/DL…)
EGSE, MGSE (test & support equipmt)

18

500

Sales in the ground segment category are mostly located in Europe,
with exports representing 8% of the total. Sales are mostly relevant to
public customers, with ESA at the forefront with 308M€, i.e. 35% of the
total ground segment sales of the European space industry.
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O3b FM12

O3b Networks

Europe

700

SEEDA

Europe

150

TechDemoSat 1
UniSat 6
4M
AISat 1
Hayabusa 2 (MASCOT)

GAUSS

Europe

26

Luxspace

Europe

14

DLR

Europe

14

DLR

Europe

10

UKube 1

UK Space Agency

Europe

3

GOMX 2

Aalborg U

Europe

2

QB50P1

Von Karman Institute

Europe

2

QB50P2

Von Karman Institute

Europe

2

DTU

Europe

1

Lambda Team

Europe

1

Am Lit

Europe

1

LituanicaSAT 01

Kaunas U

Europe

1

Ekspress-AM 4R

RSCC

Russia

5775

KGS

Russia

830

DTUSat 2
Lambdasat
LitSat 01

KazEOSat 1
KazEOSat 2

KGS

Russia

177

MEASAT

Others

5897

Unknown (Iraq)

Others

3

INPE

Others

1

Measat 3B
Tigrisat
NanoSatC-Br 1

customers. The large mass figures associated to private customers
are almost exclusively associated to commercial telecommunications
systems.
Correlation between spacecraft mass at launch and
industry revenues
It is interesting to note that industry revenues related to spacecraft sales
are correlated with the spacecraft mass measured at date of launch.
This particularly true for commercial and export systems (mostly geostationary telecommunications systems), but is visible also on institutional
sales patterns.
Long series: correlation between European spacecraft mass at launch
and European space industry revenues (Left: Mass - Right: M€)
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Long series: European-built spacecraft by customer segment European vs Exports (mass at launch/tons)
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Historically, European spacecraft were sold exclusively to institutions
(and all of them in Europe) with ESA, National agencies and Eumetsat
being the main customers. The first commercial customers for European
spacecraft were also European, but they were soon expanded with
export customers. The comparison over time of the evolution of the mass
of European spacecraft against the customer exhibits two interesting
trends. First the European industry has largely increased its production (measured in mass), second the share of European customers
usually exceeds that of Exports. The mass impact of human spaceflight
programmes (ATV, Columbus) on the series is significant since these
programmes require very heavy spacecraft (e.g. ATV: 20 tons, ISS Node
15 tons). This is slightly compensated by the trend in geostationary
communications satellites whose mass routinely exceeds 5 tons.
Long series: European-built spacecraft by customer segment Public vs private customers (mass at launch/tons)
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Private customers
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In the nineties, annual deliveries of European spacecraft for launch were
mostly associated to public customers (space agencies and public satellite operators).This has evend out in the past decade, where we have
seen a growing share of mass being related to deliveries for private

In 2014 the European launcher industry delivered 6 Ariane-5 systems
and 1 Vega system for launch by Arianespace. The launchers were used
to loft 10 geostationary satellites and 2 low Earth orbit spacecraft. All
were successfully injected in the expected orbital location.
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Methodology

In 2014 the launchers built by the European industry have successfully put a total of 67.6 tons in orbit.
Ariane launches (left) vs. Industry revenues (right, current M€)
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The value of industry launcher sales to Arianespace is closely correlated to the number of launchers delivered to Arianespace in the
same year. It shall be noted however that not all systems delivered
are launched in the year of delivery, thus the series are not perfectly
aligned. In addition to the revenue from systems sales, industry also
performs specific services for Arianespace on location at the spaceport
in French Guyana, to support launcher/payload integration aspects and
launcher readiness for launch. This factor is being corrected in most
recent data series.
Ariane launched mass by orbit (tons)
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Introduction to the survey
Every year Eurospace, the association of
the European space manufacturing industry,
issues the annual update of its facts & figures
statistical series.
Since its inception, the statistical collection
aims at measuring the value of the market
for space systems design, development and
production in Europe (i.e. the space industry
manufacturing activity). Space systems are
defined in detail (see “products definitions”)
in order to ensure an appropriate data collection and to avoid misinterpretation of the
data sets.
This statistical effort is supported by two main
driving principles:
1) The focus on manufacturing activities
(with the exclusion of all services related to
the exploitation of space systems: launch
services and satellite operations). Service
activities associated to the manufacturing process of space systems (such as
engineering and test services, consultancies etc.) are included in the perimeter
of the survey. A share of ground systems
operations are included also, when they are
performed for Space agencies in Europe.
2) The effort to measure the value of
the end-market, with the elimination of
all inter-sectoral business that could be
counted twice or more.
Perimeter of the survey
The Eurospace facts & figures survey focuses
on measuring the economic value of industrial activities associated to the design, development and manufacturing of space systems
(also called the upstream sector) in Europe.
It does not consider non-space products (such
as missiles or consumer-end terminals such
as GPS receivers, Satellite TV receivers and
dishes, etc.) nor the provision of services
based on the exploitation of space assets. This
means that the revenues and employment
of such companies as Eutelsat, Paradigm,
Inmarsat, Arianespace, SES Global, and other
operators are not included in the perimeter
of the survey.
Data Collection

20
10
0
1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014

The Ariane system has been used mainly to deliver spacecraft in
geostationary orbit, although it has also served low Earth orbit on
specific occasions (e.g. ATV launches). The Ariane launch system is
the preferred choice of commercial customers, and this reflects in the
higher proportion of commercial launches in Ariane’s launch history.
European institutional customers (ESA, Eumetsat and national agencies in Europe) are not the primary customers of the Ariane system.
It is also interesting to note that these customers have been the only
ones using Ariane to reach other orbits that the geostationary orbit.

20
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The data collection is supported by companies with space activities operating in
Europe (not limited to Eurospace membership). Companies answer a questionnaire
providing detailed information on their sales
and employment relevant to space systems
design, development and manufacturing.
All information released to Eurospace is
protected by a confidentiality agreement. The
quality of the survey is only as good as the
data provided by participating companies.
Most companies in the space manufacturing
sector have participated at least once to
Eurospace survey in the past. The main
players (companies with more than 100
space employees) usually support the survey
on a very regular basis, while smaller players
may only support the survey sporadically.
When a reply is missing from a company, it
is supplemented by an estimate based on a
previous reply received from that company,
and/or publicly available information on the
company.

Copyright by Eurospace

The space manufacturing sector in Europe
is at the same time very fragmented and
very concentrated. The 30 largest space
units in Europe make for almost 80% of total
employment of the sector. The remaining
smaller players representing barely 20% of
employment. It is also interesting to note that
all smaller players work almost exclusively as
subcontractors to the largest players.
From a statistical point of view, this means
that an efficient data collection shall focus on
collecting at least the main replies (the large
players, and particularly the prime contractors) that will provide a good assessment of
final sales. Collecting additional replies from
increasingly smaller players, adds a layer of
detail to the survey and improves marginally
the measurement of employment; but does
not affect the overall value of final sales and
has a limited economic impact.
Consolidation Model
In the Space sector, as with many other
industrial sectors, the delivery of a complex
system involves the participation of a large
number of companies at various stages of the
development and production processes. This
translates into a complex contractual chain,
where one prime contractor signs with the
customer and then divides the work among
itself and many subcontractors.
The need for consolidation
When considering the revenues generated
within the whole supply chain by the production of one space system, with the mechanism of subcontracts the cumulated value
of all contracts exceeds the value of the
system itself. This is due to the fact that
without consolidation, some subcontracts are
counted twice.
Within a given perimeter, the consolidation
of sales can be done in two ways: either by
measuring the consolidated sales at company
level (total sales minus the value of subcontracts), either by measuring the final sales at
company level (total sales minus inter-sector
sales, relevant to subcontracted work). Within
a given perimeter the value of consolidated
sales and final sales are identical.
Methodological update in 2010
Initially, the Eurospace survey was based on
a methodology focusing on measuring the
consolidated sales (i.e. the value of sales,
minus the value of purchases within the
sector). In 2010 Eurospace implemented a
new methodology based on the accurate
measure of final sales, including the identification of sales to other companies in the
sector (not provided before). This methodological update was required because there
were growing uncertainties with the data
consolidation activities, due to missing,
inaccurate or incomplete returns, particularly
with regard to the measure of purchases
within the appropriate perimeter.
All efforts have been made to preserve
full data consistency throughout historic
series, and the objective was achieved at the
expense of corrections applied to previous
years’ data sets. These corrections have been
rather minor.

Definitions & Survey information
Space systems and related products considered in the survey
Eurospace survey is product oriented, i.e. it measures sales of well
identified products: space systems. Space systems are organised in
three different categories: launcher systems and parts, spacecraft
systems and parts, ground systems and parts. Each product/system
category is split in relevant subcategories.
Launcher systems
The category only considers space launchers, all missile activity is
excluded from the perimeter of the survey. Launcher systems are
further split between operational launcher systems and parts (sold to
launcher integrators and to launch services operators) and launcher
development activities (funded by space agencies, so far).
Spacecraft/satellite systems
The category includes all items destined to leave the Earth atmosphere
and operate in space, either to deliver operational services in Earth orbit
(satellite applications systems), either in to perform scientific mission in
Earth orbit and beyond (scientific systems).
Satellite applications include: telecommunications systems, Earth
observation systems (including meteorology) and navigation systems
(e.g. Galileo)
Scientific systems include: science programmes (such as Gaia, Venus
Express), human infrastructure programmes (such as ISS contributions
and ATV), and microgravity equipment (racks and experiment modules
to perform microgravity experiments aboard the ISS and other microgravity environments).
Ground Segment (and related services)
• Ground segment activities include three categories of activities.
• The manufacturing of EGSE/MGSE (electric/mechanical ground
support equipment): the professional equipment used to perform
calibration, integration and test activities on space systems, subsystems and instruments Only specialised equipment designed and
procured to support space programmes is included in this category.
Generic manufacturing equipment is not included in the Eurospace
survey.
• The sale of ground stations and ground control centers, i.e. the ground
infrastructure required to operate space systems (launchers during
launch, and spacecraft during operational lifetime) Ground segment

services are not counted in this category.
•T
 he sale of ground services. In this category are bundled two different

types of services. The services provided to the manufacturing industry
in support of design, development, test and integration activities, and
the services provided to space agencies for the technical and financial management of their programmes, including, sometimes, ground
control center operations.
Sector concentration: employment in space units, employment
by unit and cumulated %
The European space sector is at the same time very concentrated and
highly fragmented. As a result, it is composed of a small number of
rather large space units (notably at Astrium, Thales Alenia Space and
Snecma) and a quite extensive number of very small space units.
Are worth noting:
•T
 he

10 largest space units in Europe contribute to more than half of
total employment.

•T
 he

20 largest space units in Europe are worth two thirds of total
employment.

•T
 he

30 largest space units gather three quarters of the total employment.

•A
 ll

smaller space units have employment of less than 250.

•T
 he

average space unit size is 168 employees.
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1000
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Note: Each bar represents the employment in one space unit (e.g.TASItaly,EREMS,Selex Galileo UK)

Eurospace economic model
The Eurospace facts & figures economic model included 228 Space Units/Companies in 2014.
The companies listed below are those having provided updated sales and employment information for the year2014 . The regular contribution of major space
players in Europe ensures the accuracy of Eurospace facts & figures economic assessment of European space manufacturing activity.
For all other companies, proxy data was used in the model. Proxy data is elaborated using information provided in previous years (when available) and/or information
available from public sources, mainly the European Space Directory and company websites.

2014 Survey statistics: questionnaire return rate in % of units, sales, and employment
The survey rate of return, measured in number of units was low this year, only 31. But thanks to the good support of large players, the 71 questionnaires returned
represent 90% of final sales data compiled and 74% of space employment.
Survey representativeness
Survey statistics
All units in the model
Questionnaires returned
Proxies
Survey representativeness

Nb of units
228

Final sales M€
7228

Space empl.
38233

72

6507

28194

156

721

10039

31%

90%

74%
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Companies included in the
economic model in 2014
A total of 72 entities have provided update information in 2015.
An additional 63 entities were included in
the replies received in 2015 as consolidated entities or controlled entities ((incl.
as subsidiary). For all other entities not
having provided updated information in
2015 we have prepared proxy data sets
based on public information and/or replies
received in previous years. A total of 149
proxies were elaborated.
Overall 284 entities were included in
Eurospace economic model.

A nswered in 2015
Consolidated company in answer 2015
Proxy data (based on prevous reply or
public information)
AUSTRIA
R
 UAG Space GmbH
A
 ndritz
A
 RC
M
 AGNA STEYR Fahrzeugtechnik
AG & Co KG
P
 lansee
S
 iemens AG Austria
BELGIUM
C
 entre Spatial de Liège
Q
 inetiQ Space
S
 .A.B.C.A.
S
 onaca
S
 pace Applications Services NV
S
 PACEBEL SA
T
 hales Alenia Space Belgium
A
 SM Aero S.A.
E
 URO HEAT PIPES SA
J
 -CDS B.V
J
 AQAR Space Engineering
R
 HEATECH Limited
V
 itrociset Belgium sprl
A
 ntwerp Space
B
 ritte
C
 egelec SA
e
 -Xstream engineering
IMEC
O
 IP Sensor engineering
O
 pen Engineering
R
 HEA System S.A.
S
 erco
T
 echspace Aero
T
 rasys
CZECH REPUBLIC
5
 M S.r.o
A
 strium Czech Republic s.r.o
B
 BT Materials Processing
B
 D Sensors
C
 HIPINVEST
C
 SRC Ltd
e
 sc Aerospace
F
 rentech Aerospace
I guassu Aerospace
L
 K engineering
S
 obriety
C
 zech Space Alliance
DENMARK
T
 erma A/S
D
 amec Research
R
 ovsing
T
 ICRA
X
 perion ACE
ESTONIA
E
 nterprise Estonia
FINLAND
D
 A-Design Oy.
S
 pace Systems Finland Ltd.
E
 lektrobit Microwave Oy
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Mililab
Modulight, inc.
Patria Aviation Oy, Systems
V TT
FRANCE
Airbus Defence and Space
ALTER TECHNOLOGY TÜV NORD
ATMEL
Capgemini Technology Services
Clemessy
EREMS
HERAKLES
INTESPACE
Saft
SEREME
Snecma
Sodern
SOFRADIR
elespazio France
Thales Airborne Systems
Thales Alenia Space France SAS
Thales communications & security
AD&S SAS x-ASV
Air Liquide Advanced technologies
Air Liquide Spatial Guyane
ASB
CS GmbH
EUROCRYOSPACE
EUROPEAN TEST SERVICES
Europropulsion
IRDI
PyroAlliance
Regulus
Roxel
SEMECCEL
Structil
TCS
Thales Training & Simulation
Vitrociset France sarl
WL Gore
Air Liquide
ALTRAN
ATMOSTAT
BOOSTEC
COMAT
CS Communications & Systemes
Dactem
Dassault Aviation
MAP
Radiall
SA Techlam
SAGEM (Safran)
Serco
SESO
Soditech
Soterem
ST Microelectronics
STEEL ELECTRONIQUE
TE
Thales Electron Devices
Thales Services SAS
UMS Semiconductor
Zodiac Data Systems
GERMANY
Airbus Defence and Space
Astro- und Feinwerktechnik
Adlershof GmbH
A ZUR SPACE Solar Power GmbH
HE Space
HPS GmbH
MT Aerospace AG
OHB System AG
SCISYS Deutschland GmbH
Telespazio VEGA Deutschland
GmbH
Tesat Spacecom GmbH & Co.KG
EurasSpace Gesellschaft fÃ¼r
Raumfahrttechnik
European Satellite Navigation
Industries GmbH
GAF AG
Infoterra GmbH
MT Aerospace Guyane S.A.S.,
French Guyane
MT Mechatronics GmbH, Germany
RMT
SpaceOpal GmbH
Anite Systems
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A
 rquimea Deutschland
A
 SP GmbH
D
 SI GmbH
H
 TS GmbH
J
 ena Optronik
R
 ockwell Collins Deutschland
R
 ST Radar Systemtechnik AG
S
 erco
S
 TT-SystemTechnik
T
 hales
U
 MS Semiconductor
V
 H&S
W
 .L.Gore & Associates GmbH
HUNGARY
H
 SO
IRELAND
C
 aptec
F
 arran Technology Ltd
“ Moog ISP Dublin“
N
 UMA Engineering Services Ltd
ITALY
A
 LTER TECHNOLOGY TÜV NORD
A
 vio S.p.A.
IRCA div. RICA
S
 elex ES SpA
T
 ECNOMARE S.p.A.
T
 elespazio Group
T
 hales Alenia Space Italia S.p.A.
V
 itrociset S.p.A
A
 ltec S.p.A.
E
 -Geos S.p.A.
E
 LV
E
 uropean Satellite Navigation
Industries S.p.A
S
 alaria Real Estate
S
 ecosvim
T
 ESEO
A
 dvanced Computer Systems
ACS SpA
A
 LTA S.P.A
A
 viospace
C
 ESI
C
 ompagnia Generale per lo Spazio
S.p.A.
D
 ataspazio Spa
IMT Srl
Intecs S.p.A.
K
 ayser-Threde Italia Spa
M
 icrotecnica
S
 erco
S
 istemi Software Integrati S.p.A.
S
 ITAEL Aerospace
S
 pace Engineering S.p.A.
KAZAKHSTAN
G
 HALAM LLP
LUXEMBOURG
C
 TI Systems S.A.
E
 urocomposites
G
 RADEL S.A.
H
 ITEC Luxembourg S.A.
L
 UXSPACE Sarl
NETHERLANDS
A
 irbus Defence and Space
Nederland BV
H
 E Space
IABG mbH
A
 erospace Propulsion Products
BV (Stork)
A
 irborne Aerospace
B
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Survey release notes
Release notes
Long series information
Long series are built by compiling data collected with three different
methodologies.
From 1991 to 1995 only a few types of customers and products were
considered. In 1996 the customer and products lists were expanded
in order to provide additional details. The following categories were
introduced:
For customers:
•
The European Commission (in 1996): EC programmes can be
managed directly by the EC (a small fraction of EC space budgets:
FP6 and FP7 activities for space research) or delegated to ESA for
implementation (the lumpy GMES, now Copernicus, and Galileo
programmes).
• Eumetsat (in 2002): as with the EC, Eumetsat delegates all space
system procurement (the Meteosat programmes) to ESA, whereas it
procures only ground segment activities directly from industry.
• Civil multilateral programmes (from 2002 to 2008, now discontinued
- before, and after the data is included in National civil programmes).
• Private satellite operators, other commercial satellites and parts,
Arianespace, and other launcher sales—before the data was bundled
into one single category: commercial and exports.
For products:
• Navigation systems (in 1996) - before the data was included in
telecommunications.
• Launcher development and Operational launcher systems (in 1996) before all launcher activities were bundled together.
About ground systems and services:
• Before 2009, all sales of professional ground stations (TT&C and
data stations, control centres) and related services (such as ground
segment operations) were included in the associated product
category (telecoms, science, Earth observation, etc.).
A major methodological update was performed in 2010 (i.e. applicable to 2009 data) that entailed some changes in the data series, and
in particular:
•
Military system sales are now counted separately from military
customers sales.
• All ground segment activities are clearly separated from the rest, this
includes the sales of professional stations and control centre operations, as well as services to industry and agencies.
• In all long series, the data is harmonised to ensure continuity.
Perimeter changes
Tracking: When a new company is included or removed from the
economic model we call this a perimeter change. Perimeter changes
have an impact on figures since they may introduce a discontinuity with
previous years. The details (and orders of magnitude) of these changes
are provided below.
2014 / Spain: in 2015 Eurospace has integrated one more Spanish
entity in the model, Deimos Space. Impact on employment is in the
order of +280 FTE.
2014 / Other countries: in 2015 Eurospace managed to gather information on selected companies not included previously in the survey in
such countries as Estonia, Bulgaria, Czech republic, Poland, Hungaria.
Impact on emlployment is in the order of +300 FTE.
2013 / Spain: One new company (LIDAX) included in the model. No

significant impact on figures.
2012 / France: Three new companies were included in the survey
perimeter: Cap Gemini, Sereme and Compagnie Deutsch. The addition
of these companies in the model increments the employment figures by
240 FTE and final sales by 20 M€ over 2011. The inclusion of industrial
activities at CSG (not previously included) impacts final sales data by
more than 25 M€, all in launchers.
2011 / France: Two new companies were included in the survey perimeter: Altran & Telespazio France. The addition of these companies in the
model increments the employment figures by 700 FTE and final sales
by 60 M€ over 2010.
2011 / United kingdom: Two new entities were included in the model
this year: RAL and ABSL Space productst. This addition impacted on the
model with an additional 260 FTE in the direct employment figures. The
impact on final sales was negligible.
2010 / Switzerland: Mecanex and HTS are now consolidated in RUAG.
Space Units removed from Model. No impact on figures. RUAG changed
segment, from launcher segment to spacecraft segment (impact –500
FTE in launcher segment, +500 in spacecraft segment).
2010 / France: correct allocation of Thales employment by geographical location: Impact -250 FTE (moved to Germany). Two new companies added to model: MAP and STEEL Electronique. Modest impact on
employment +55 FTE.
For information related to previous year’s changes please refer
to previous editions of Eurospace facts and figures.

Copyright policy
Eurospace facts and figures is an annual publication by
Eurospace. The publication comprises a colour brochure
(available as a PDF file and in hardcopy), a detailed presentation (available as a PDF and a PPTX file), guidelines for survey
participants (available in PDF), an Excel file with the main data
sets and an Excel file with the questionnaire.
All elements of the Eurospace Facts and Figures publication, including data, charts and reports are provided
for information purposes to the general public via
www.eurospace.org. All rights to use, repost or reproduce any excerpt of text, tables and charts are reserved
by Eurospace.
Cover image credits: ESA (Artist’s impression of Gaia satellite)
Third parties interested in reproducing parts or the totality of
the data text and charts downloaded from www.eurospace.
org shall contact Pierre Lionnet at Eurospace (pierre.lionnet@
eurospace.org) to seek the appropriate authorisations.
These authorisations will be granted for free in most cases
(particularly for normal rights to quote, for academic work,
for scientific publications, etc.), but in other cases (e.g.
contracted work, use by consultancies, commercial publications etc.) the authorisations will be submitted to the payment
of a fee to be negotiated with Eurospace.
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Survey and report credits
Eurospace facts & figures is an annual survey
by Eurospace.
Survey management, survey tools, economic model
(all editions):
Pierre Lionnet
Additional programming and data verification/consolidation
activities (19th edition)
Angel Cuellar
Report Layout (19th editon)
Karim Meziani
Additional programming and data verification/consolidation
activities (18th edition)
Privin Mohan
Additional programming, graphs and consolidation
(17th & 18th edition):
Jean-Charles Treuet
Support to publishing and editing (17th edition)
Ippei Folliot
Transition to new methodology and additional programming
(14th edition), graphs and consolidation (16th edition):
Paul-André Perrier
Additional programming (15th edition):
Sébastien Moranta
The survey is supported and monitored by Eurospace Space Industry
Markets Working Group chaired by Florent Ferres (Airbus D&S)
The survey would not be possible without the kind cooperation of
participating companies (see list inside).
To all contributors: Thank you for your support!
Cover image credits: “Rosetta mission selfie at comet” - Copyright
ESA/Rosetta/Philae/CIVA - Using the CIVA camera on Rosetta’s
Philae lander, the spacecraft have snapped a ‘selfie’ at comet 67P/
Churyumov–Gerasimenko from a distance of about 16 km from the
surface of the comet. The image was taken on 7 October 2014 and
captures the side of the Rosetta spacecraft and one of Rosetta’s 14
m-long solar wings, with the comet in the background.
Copyright by Eurospace 2015 (reproduction forbidden)

